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This thesis is ~ri t ten in a styl e which atte~pts to 
combine the broad scope of t he tradi t i ona l t hesis with the tnore 
concise styl e of a journal article . To tha t end this thesis 
con t ains t~o major seg~ents~ The main body of the paper , 
which contains a literature review , method section , and results , 
i s \'/ri tten in /~meri can Psycllol o~;i cal Associa t ion journalistic 
fern . The appendi ces which fo l loTI contain a lar; e body of 
matc 1·ial ·:ihich would not appear i n a journa l artic l e but 
\'/Oul d be contai ned j.n a thesis '.'iri t ten in the tradi tione l 
style . 'I'he 9.ppendices coEtain the foll01.'Iin.:; materia l ; Appendix 
A: ~evie~ of related literature , Appendix D: Tabular pres-
enta tion of ra~ trials to criterion data or ~anizcd acc ordin~ 
t o the complete triads ~e thod of preference classification , 
Appendi:{ C : Tabular -yr-) sc:m ta tion of r ar: trials to cr.i terj.on 
dat a o~;:;anized a. cco!.~d 2 n ':~ t o the incotnplete triads :-t~ ethod of 
prefe renc e clasaificatio~ , An~ond~z D: AnaJ.ysis of variance 
J\ppond:Lx 7 : Cl1:. - sq_;;;,; ;:- c do ta :r,a trices for v.r:;n - di r::ensional 
prefer ence relaU.onshi 'OS . 
Comparison of Two Preference Assessment Procedures and the 
E~~cct c f S c f orc Ver sus ~ft e r rr0 f e r e nc e ~~ s e ssment 
on Children's Discrimination Learning1 
Lynn Kaufman 
2 
University of the Pacific 
Abstract : Using both incomplete and complete triads methods , 
dimensional preference (form or color) was assessed in 121 
children (mean age 79.1 months) either before or after per -
formanc e in a discrimination learning task to determ i ne the 
effect which prior pre ference tests have upon the relations 
between dimensional preference and discriminat ion learning. 
The results indicated little support for the perceptual-differ-
entiation hypothe sis and some support for both the attentional 
hypothes i s and the developmental-mediational hypothesis . The 
complete triads method was recommended as an i mp rovement over 
1This research was conducted in partial fulfillment of 
the requirements for the degree Master of Arts. 
2The author wishes to acknowledge the assistance of 
Drs. Kenneth Beaucha1np, Martin Gipson, and Roseann Hannon . 
Special thanks goes to Dr . Beauchamp for his insight , 
criticism, and support. 
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the incomplete triads and opposed cues methods of preference 
assessment because the former allows E to determine Ss 
ability to func t ion in his nonpreferred dimension. 
In the pe rceptua l - differentiation hypothesis (PDH) , 
developed by Tighe and Tighe (1966) , discrimination l earning 
abilit y is dependent upon degree of sensitivity to the 
dimensions i nvolved . The ease of reversal in two-dimensiona l 
tasks is r e l ated to the Ss ability to isolate and u se the 
dimensions present in the learning task. Two levels of per-
c eptua l development are hypothesized with those Ss who have 
not r eached a l eve l of perceptual deve l opment which allows the 
stimuli to be analyzed in terms of st imulus dimensions present. 
Thes e ~s are assumed to r espond to stimuli as undif fe rentiated 
whol es ; e . g. , st i~ulus compounds . For these ~s, nonreversa l 
shifts (NRS) should be learned more rapidly than reversal 
shifts (RS) because there a re more stimulus r eward relation-
shi ps to be relea rned in the latt e r paradigm. If an S has 
r eached the higher level of perceptua l development which 
al l ows the stimuli to be analyzed in terms of stimulus 
dimensions , a RS should be l earned more rapidl y than a NRS . 
Tighe and Tighe have hypothesized that the lower l evel 
of perceptual developmGnt is characteristic of young chi ldren 
and that as children grow older they become more sophisti-
cated in their analysis of stimuli in terms of dimensions . 
In addition , Tighe and Tighe (1966 ) have pointed out that if 
their interpretation is cor-rect , "then any condition which 
Kaufman 
enables a child to isolate the distinguishing features 
[dimension~ within a discrimination task mould increase ' the 
ease of RS relative to (NRS]" (p. 366) . 
The attentional hypothesis of Zeaman and House (1963) 
allows for the possibility that the relevant cues in any 
learning situation are not attended to on every tria l and 
that ~ may have to learn to attend to the relevant stimulus 
dimensions. Thus, in a discrimination learning situationS 
must learn "a chain of two responses : (1) attending to the 
relevant dimension and (2) approaching the correct cue of 
that dimension" (p. 166). Attentional responses are assumed 
to be associated with the preferred dimension of a task . If 
S ' s preferred dimension, the one to which his attention is 
most likely to be directed, is the releva nt dimension in a 
discrimination learning task, the n learning should be rapid 
and a RS selected more frequently in optional shift (OS) 
situations than NRS . \~en the nonpreferred dimension is 
rel evant , discrimination learning should be slow and NRS 
selected more frequently than RS. 
These assumptions have been strongly supported by the 
findi.ngs of several studies (Heal , Bransky , & Mankinen, 
1966; Smiley & Wei r, 1 966 ; Wolff, 1966 ) which indicated that 
3 
initial discrimination l earning (IL) and RS learning are rapid , 
and the number of Ss selecting RS over NRS on OS tasks are 
high, when the d imension S was found to prefer in a prior 
preference test is relevant . If the preferred dimension was 
irre l evant , IL and RS learning are slow, with the number of 
Kaufman 4 
Ss selecting a RS over a NRS on OS tasks low . 
Re c ent l y , however , the results of these studies have been 
questioned . Based on some earlier research (Tighe , 1965; 
Tighe & Tighe , 1968) , Tighe , Tighe, Waterhouse, and Vasta 
( 1970 ) suggested that preference tests used i n the afore -
mentioned studies may have significant l y affected the s ubse-
quent discrimination learn ing by augmenting S ' s abi l ity to 
respond selective ly and the strength of that selective 
response . 
Tighe , et ~· (1970) further strengthened their position 
by demonstrating that only for ~s given a preference test prior 
to a discrimination task did assignment to preferred versus 
nonpreferred dimension differentially affect speed of learning . 
There are, howev e r , a number of inconsistencies within 
these studies. Neith er Tighe (1965 ) nor Tighe and Tighe 
(1968) found that pretraining affected IL performance a~d it 
was ·hypothesi zed that pretraining did not have a strong 
enough effect to overcome certain nonspecific learning 
requirements present i n IL; i. e . , learning the "rules of the 
game . " Yet , Tighe , et al . (19 70 ) , using a much less rigorous 
form of pretraining t han that u sed in either of t h e previous 
studies or that cal led for in the t heoret ical expla nations , 
found that pretraining did affect IL . 
Further , ln contras t to other studies (Heal, et al. , - --
19 66 ; Smiley & Weir , 1966), T i ghe , e t al . (1970) found no - -
evidence of a relationship between dimensiona l preference and 
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either overall learning speed or shift performance. 
To recapitulate, the results of several studies generally 
interpreted as supporting the attentional hypothesis of dis-
crimination learning have been challenged on the grounds t hat 
the preference tests used in those studies may have signifi-
cantly affected the reported relations between dimensional 
preference and discrimination learning. The studies on which 
this challenge is based, however, have shown some annoying 
inconsist encies . One possible solution to the question about 
the possible biasing effects of preference testing upon dis-
crimination learning may lie in the actual definition of 
dimensional preference and the methods used to assess it. 
In the past, two principle methods have been used to 
assess dimensional preference. The oldest of these is called 
the method of "incomplete triads" because the stimuli are 
usua lly presented in tr iads with a refe rence stimulus and two 
compar ison stimuli , each comparison stimuli being like the 
reference in one dimension and d iffering on the other . The S 
is required to match one of t h e comparison stimuli to the 
r efer ence stimulus using e ither dimension. If one dimension 
is consistently chosen, that indicates a preference. The 
other method often used is that of " opposed cues " in which S 
is tra ined to d i scriminate between two stimul i which differ 
along two dimensions ( e .g., a ye llow circle vs. a blue 
square, with yellow circle being pos itive ) and then i s t est ed 
by opposing the two cues from the previously relevant compound 
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(e.g., a yellow square vs. a blue circle) to determine which 
dimension § preferred. 
The term "preference," however, implies S's awareness of 
two or mor e alternatives , one of which is favored over the 
others. Dimensional preference can be defined as ~ be i ng 
aware of all the re l evant dimensions but, when g iven a choice, 
consistently choosing to work i n one dimension. Neither of 
the commonly used techniques gives any information about S 's 
ability to respond in a nonpreferred dimension. This means 
that a number of Ss , c l assified as having a preference by 
these two me thods, probably do not have a preference as 
presently defined . 
The present experiment was conducted using a preference 
assessment procedure similar to the incomplete triads method 
but which included trials in which S was f orced to work in a 
single dimension to determine his awareness of the dimension . 
This method was called the complete triads me thod and allowed 
E to prevent Ss not aware of both dimensions from being 
classified as having a dimensional preference . 
The purpose of the study wa s to reexamine the effects 
that preference testing and other forms of pretraining might 
ha v e on t h e relationship between dimensional preference and 
disc rimination learn i ng . This was done through a replication 
of Tighe , et ~· (1970) , modif i ed to a ll ow a comparis on of 
the incomplete triadic method used by Tighe , et a l. , and the 
complete triadic method , which provided informat i on about ~·s 




Of 179 children ~ested , 121 completed al l of the required 
tasks and we re us e d as Ss . One hundred twelve of these Ss 
were attending grades K-3 of a local elementary ~chool and the 
3 r emaining nine Ss were obtained from a local pre-school. The 
Ss included 108 Whites, 10 Chicanos, 2 Or ientals, and 1 Black. 
There were 52 females and 69 ma l es ; the ages ranged fr om 63 -
to 100-months with the mean age being 79 .1 mont hs (S. D. = 1 0 .4). 
Of the children t ested but not use d in the study , 57 were 
unable to l earn one of the discrimination problems (IL or SL) 
within t he s pec i fied n~mber of trials and one child refused 
to match on any of the forced-choice-color trials during the 
preference test. 
Apparatus 
Preference assessment . The apparatus us ed to determine 
S preference was similar to that described by Sei tz ( 1971) 
and by Seitz and Wei r (1 971 ). One stimulus set of four stimu li 
was used . The stimul i represented combinations of two va lues 
of two dimensions , the set consisting of red circles, blue 
3
Appreciation to Principal Jim Jacobs , the teachers , and 
staff of Yosemit e School , Manteca California, and to Mrs . 
Barkley and the staff of the Busy Bee Nursery School , Stockton , 
Califo rn ia for thei r cooperation . 
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circles , red triangles , and blue tr iangles . 
Pr eference assessment cards were constructed by glu ing 
three different stimul i to each o f 51 8-inch -square , b l ack 
posterboard cards to form triads with a reference stimulus 
c enter ed at the top a nd two c ompar i son stimuli symmetrically 
placed below . 
There are 12 different triadi c combin~tions possible 
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using each stimulus as a reference for all pa i rs of the remain-
ing three stimul i. Four replications of this set of 12 were 
constructed with each comparison stimulus appearing twice in 
t he left- and twice in the right-hand position. Of the 48 
cards described , 16 permitted a logical choice between compari-
sons based on e ither form or color . These ca r ds were called 
nonforced choice cards. The r emaining 32 cards were called 
forced choice cards because they providedcomparison pairs in 
which only one of the stimuli matched the reference on a single 
dimension while the othe r comparison differed from the refer-
ence on both dimensions (Fig . 1 ). Three additional nonforced 
cho i ce cards were added to the set to a ll ow for a comparison 
between the preference assessment method using forced choice 
cards (complete triads method) and the incomplete triads 
method . 
Discrimination training . A discrimination choice box 
s i milar to that described by Kendler , Kendler , & Learnard 
(1962) was constructed (Fig . 2) . Stimuli appeared i n two 
wi ndows s light ly a bove ~ ' s eye level . A button was l ocated 
below each window which when pushed caused a bulb to light on 
Figure 1 : Examples of cards used in 
the preference assessment test . 
6 
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Figure 2 : Stimulus display apparatus used in dj_ scrimination 
training . 
St imulus card 
display wi ndow 
0 Choice i ndicator /lights located 
1 
/ benind this partition 
I 
Push button MarbJ.c disccnsin ~ 
m~ ninulatod hy subject channel 
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~·s side of the apparatus and indicated the choice of stimulus. 
Marbles were used as reinforcers and were delivered by ~ 
through a chute so that they emerged through a hole located 
below the correct stimulus. The stimuli used were identical 
to those used in the preference assessment test and were 
affixed to black posterboard cards, 8~ in. by 4 in., such that 
when in position each stimulus was centered in one window of 
the box. 
A set of four practice discrimination cards for pretrain-
ing was constructed using combinations of one-bird-and-two-cats 
or two-birds-and-one-cat, counterbalanced for position. 
Other apparatus used consisted of a plastic bowl for 
holding marbles and some small toys used as prizes. 
Procedure 
Sixty-one ~s received the preference test followed 
immediate ly by the discrimination learning tasks, while 60 
Ss received these events in reverse order. In the discrim-
ination learning portion of the experiment approximately half 
of both the pre- and post-test groups was given the IL task 
with form as the relevant dimension, for the others color was 
the relevant dimension. In the SL portion of the experiment 
approximately half of each subgroup was given a RS task, the 
others were given a NRS task . Assignment to groups was 
rotated base d on order of appearance. 
Preference assessment . S was seated at a table with E 
and told there was a game to play. S was shown the first 
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card and asked, "See this thing up here? (~ points to refer-
ence stimu~us). See these two things down here? (~points 
to comparison stimuli). Point to the thing on the bottom 
which i s most like the thing on top." Instructions were 
repeated with each card until S began pointing without being 
asked. If at any time ~ hesitated or made an inappropriate 
response, the instructions were repeated. Care was taken to 
avoid reinforcing S's choice on any card, although after the 
first and fifth cards, ~said, "You play this game very well." 
The cards were presented in a standardized order for 
all Ss with the three e xtra nonforced choice cards being 
present ed first, followed by the sequence of 48 cards. The 
first of the 48 cards was also a nonforced choice giving a 
series of four trials of this type before introducing f?rced 
choice trials . Iri the 48 card series, no forced choice trials 
for either dimension occurred twice in success ion and each of 
the three types of cards appeared at l east once in every 
five trials . 
Discriminat ion trainin~. Pilot work using the IL task 
set of stimuli had shown tha t a large p e rcentage of Ss treated 
each trial independently and failed to learn the discrimination 
tasks within the alloted number of trials. Prior to the 
discrimination l earning tasks ~ was given a series of practice 
trials using a set of practice cards. The purpose of this 
practice was to allow S to l earn the rules of the game before 
the discrimination t ask began . 
During this portion of the experime nt S was seated in 
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front of the discrimination training apparatus and E gave 
the following instructions . 
We are going to p l ay a game in which you t r y to win as 
many marbles as y ou can . I ' m going to put some pictures 
in these windows (E displayed first set of stimuli). One 
u£ Li.t <;;.::>~.;: p.i.cl:u.c e .::> Ts Lil~ w.i.nn.i.ng picture cind the other 
picture is the losing picture. Sometimes the winner will 
be in this window and sometimes i t will b e in the ot her 
window. The way you find out which picture is t he winner 
is by pushing one of these buttons (E pointed to the 
buttons) . Each button belongs to one of the pic t ures. 
Each time I put some new pictures in the windows look at 
them closely and then push the button that belongs to 
the picture which you think is the winner. If you are 
right and pick the winner , a marble wil l come out of one 
of these holes (E indicates the holes where the marbles 
will come out). If you pick the l oser , no marbl e wil l 
come out. You will have only one turn to press the 
buttons each t i me I show you a new set of pictures so 
look at the pictures closely . Remember , one of the 
pictures is always a winner so if you try you can win a 
marble every time. Ready? Which picture do you think i s 
the winner? (After the first correct choice E said) : 
That was the w1nner . Every time yo~ win a mar ble you can 
put it in this bowl (E gave Sa smal l plastic bowl) . (At 
this point E e xplained that at the end of the game S would 
be allowed to e x ch ange the marbles for a prize . The 
prizes consisted of colored f elt pens , clay , and small 
toy cards . Aft er the f irst incorrect choice E said) : 
That was the losing picture . You don 't get a-marble this 
time . 
During the pr actice trials S was always r ewarded for h is 
choice on the first tr i al . For the rest of the practice trials 
the anima l which had b een in the picture se l ected by ~ on the 
f i rst tria l was u sed as the pos itive cue . The practice 
tria l s continued unt il S selected the correct st i mulus on 
four consecutive trials. After r eaching criterion, ~was 
introduced to the IL task with the following instructions. 
Good! You seem .to know how to play t his game. We are 
going to keep playing the same game, but now we are 
going to u se s ome different pict ure s . Th e rules stay 
the same'. Ther e is always a winner . Look at the pictures 
care f ully a nd try to figure out which one is the winner . 
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(The IL task was then begun. After approximately every 
tenth trial E repeated): Be sure to look at t he pict ures. 
Remember, you can win a marble every time if you try. 
In the IL task S learned a discrimination in wh ich the 
stimuli on any one trial consisted of one of t he four pairs 
of stimuli illustrated in Figure 3. During IL a respons e to 
one member of each pair was always correct and thus rewarded. 
The positive stimuli shared one cue of one d i mens i on and 
differed on the other dimension . The position of the correct 
stimulus was varied according to a Fellows series (1967 ) to 
control for positional strategies . Each cue of the stimuli; 
i.e. red, blue, triangle , and circle; was used equally often 
as the positive cue . A criterion of n i ne correct respons es in 
10 successive trials was used. If S had not reached criterion 
by 65 trials, testing was stopped and S was dropped from the 
study. 
When S reached criterion on the IL task , a RS or NRS was 
introduced wi thout comment . The same set of stimuli used i n 
the IL task was used for the SL task . For ~s l earn ing a RS , 
the dimension relevant in the IL task remained relevant, but 
the previously unrewarded cue became the rewarde d cue . For 
~s l earning a NRS , the dime nsion which was previously irrele-
vant became relevant and one of the cues in that dimension 
was r ewarded. The SL task was continued to a criterion of 
nine corre ct responses in 1 0 successive trials or to a 
maximum of 65 trials . One except ion was made to the 65 trials 
l i mit for a S who had eight correct r esponses in nj.ne 
successive trials a t that point and was a ll owed an additiona l 
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iicure 3: The four st i mul us sets used in discri~ination 
training . The pos i tive and negative signs indicate one of 
the possible dimension-cu~ rewar d contingencies. In thi s 
exa]:19le , form i .s t he relevant di~ension and triangl e the 
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tri al in which to reach criterion. 
Preference classification . Following completion of both 
the preference assessment and discrimination trai~ing proced-
ures, the preference assessment data were ana l yzed. Ss were 
first classifie d into preference groups on the basis of the 
48 forced - and nonforced-choice cards of the complete triads 
method. Ss were considered to have a form preference if they 
made three or less illogical matches on each of the two sets 
of 16 forced-choice trials, and if they matched along the 
form dimension on 13 or more of the 16 nonforced-choice 
trials. Ss were considered to have a color preference if they 
made three or less illogical matches on each of the two sets 
of 16 forced-choice trials, and if they matched along the 
color dimension on 13 or more of the 16 nonforced-choice 
trials . ~s making mor e t han three illogical choices on either 
or both of the sets of forced-choice trials, or ma t ching less 
than 13 t imes in a single dimension on the nonforced-choice 
trials, were classified as having no dime nsional preference . 
The criterion of 13 or more logical matches out of 1 6 
poss ible on the forced-choice trials and of 13 or more matches 
out of 16 in the same dimension on the nonforced-choice 
trials was established to allow S some margin fo r error in 
the matching . The probability of making 13 correct choices 
out of 16 by chance is sma ll (£ = . 011, one-tailed, ~priori 
£(choice) - 0 . 5 ) . The probability of meeting all t hree 
crit e ria of 13 out of 16 by chance is ( . 011) 3 or approximately 
-5 0 . 1 X 10 . 
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For comparison purposes, ~s were also classified into 
preference groups on the basis of the incomplete triads 
method. This was done using the four nonforced-choice 
trials at the beginning of the prefe rence assessment procedure . 
Any ~ matching in the same dimension on all four trials was 
cla~sified as having a preference for that dimension. Ss 
matching using both dimensions were classified as having no 
preference . The probability of making four respons es out of 
four in the same dimension by chance is 0.062, one- tailed, 
given that a priori p(choice) = 0 . 5 which is stricter than 
the criterion reported in several other studies which have 
used the incomplete triads method. Tighe , et al . (1970) used --
a criterion of 6 out of 8 [ p (chance) = 0 .14 , one-tai led, 
~ gior~ £(choice) = 0 . ~]. 
RESULTS 
Comparison of preference classification methods 
Table 1 presents a comparison of the complete triadic 
and incomplete triadic preference assessment procedures . As 
shown, approximately 88% of the ~s we re considered to have 
a preference by the incomplete triads method, whi l e only 
about 44% wer e found to have a preference by the complete 
triads procedure . 
Chi-square tests were performed with both c l assification 
procedures to determine if there was any support for the 
frequently reported conclusion that young children tend to 
prefer color end that older children tend to prefer form 
Ka ufman 
Tabl e 1 
Comparison of Compl ete Triadic a nd 
Incompl ete Triadi c Pr efe r ence Clas si f i ca t i ons 
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(Colby & Robertson, 1942; Corah, 1964; Suchman & Trabasso , 
1966a). No such relationship was found with either the 
complete triads method (X 2 = 7 . 0 , df = 3, £ ;> • 05) or the 
incomplete triads method (?( 2 = 4.8, df = 3, £ ').05) . 
Ana!ysis of discrimination task data 
The discrimination task data were analyzed ~wice, once 
with Ss classified into preference groups by the incomplete 
triads method and once with Ss classified by the complete 
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triads method. In both cases an unweighted means,analysis of 
a split plot 2222.2 factorial (Kirk, 1968) was used . The 
between block treatments were : timing of the preference test 
relative to the discrimination task (pre - and post-preference 
test), preference classification (color or form), dimension 
r e l evant during IL (color or form), and type of shift iptro-
duced (RS or NRS ) . The within-block treatment was the IL 
and SL scores . Because n e ithe r the attentional hypothesis 
nor the perceptual-differentiation hypothesis make any pre-
dictions concerning the behavior of the nonpreference groups, 
and because it is standard practice , the nonpreferenc e groups 
were not include d in either analysis . I n all comparisons an 
error rate of o(:: . 0 5 per family (Kirk, 1968) was used . The 
analysis of varia nce summary tables for both analyses may be 
found in Appendix D and selected data matrix tables for all 
significant interactions may be found in Appendix E . 
Results using the compl ete tr i ads method. The ana l ysis 
revealed no overall significant difference in learning speed 
on the IL task between those assigned to their preferred 
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dimension and those assigned to their nonpreferred dimension 
(KBc = 0.9, df = l, 88). The analysis did, however, reveal 
differences between pre- and post-preference test groups in 
learning speed on the IL task between those assigned to their 
preferred dimension and those assigned to their nonpreferred 
dimension (KABC = 15.2, df = l, 88) . ~s given the prefere nce 
test prior to the discrimination task learned the IL task 
faster when working in their preferred dimension than when in 
their nonpreferred dimension. The post-preference ~s, however, 
learned faster when working in their nonpreferred dimension 
than in their preferred dimension (Fig. 4). 
The IL task required fewer trials to learn than the SL 
task (FE= 22.9, df = l, 88), a RS was easier to learn than a 
NRS (FD = 27 . 3, df = l, 88), and overall , ~s learning a RS 
could learn that task in approximately the same number of 
trials as they required to learn the IL task, but ~s le?rning 
a NRS required significantly more trials to l earn that task 
than to learn the IL task (KDE = 19.0, df = l, 88 , Fig. 5) . 
Pre-preference Ss who had form rel evant on the IL task 
and post-prefere nce Ss who had color relevant on the IL task 
learned a RS signi f icantly faster than they learned a NRS . 
Pre-preference ~s who had color relevant on the IL task and 
post-prefe r ence Ss who had form relevant on the IL task both 
l earned a RS in approximately the same number of trials as they 
required to learn a ~RS (~CD= 12 . 9 , df = l , 88 , Fig . 6} . 
Analysis showed a significa nt interaction between 
preference, dimension relevant on IL , and type of shift 
Ka u fr.w.n 21 
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(~BCD= 13.0 , df = 1, 88). Ss whose preferred dimension was 
relevant on the IL task learned a RS significantly faster 
than a NRS . Ss whose n onpreferred dimension was relevant on 
the IL task l e arned a RS in approximately the same number of 
trials they required to l earn a NRS (Fig. 7) . 
There was also a s ignificant interaction between order 
of prefe rence test , preference , dime nsion r e levant on IL, and 
type of s hift (~BCD = 7.0, df = 1 , 88). The effects of 
preference , dimension relevant on IL, and type of shift varied 
considerably, depending on whether the pre f e renc e test 
occurred before or after the discrimination task (Fig. 8) . 
Resu l ts using the incomplete triads method . Ana l y sis of 
the data r evealed no significant differences between pre- and 
post-preference test g roups on any measur e . As with the 
comp l ete triads method , the analysis indicated no signi ficant 
di fference in l ea rning speed on t h e IL t ask between those ~s 
assigned to t h eir prefe rred d i mension and those assigned to 
the i r nonpreferr ed dimension (~BC = 0 .1 , df = 1 , 198 ) • . 
Over all other conditions , it was found that ~s who had 
to learn a RS took approx imate l y the same number of tria ls to 
l earn the SL ta sk as they had required to learn the IL task . 
Ss who had to learn a NRS took sign ificantly more t rials to 
l earn this task than they had to l earn the IL t ask (EDE = 13 . 8, 
df = 1 , 198 , Fig. 9 ). 
A signif i cant relationship was found between dimensional 
preference , dimens i on re l evant on IL, and type of s h ift . Among 
those Ss wh ose preferred dimension was relevant on the IL 
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task, those who shifted to RS learned more rapidly than those 
who shi.fted to NRS. That was also the case for those Ss whose 
nonpreferred dimension was relevant on IL, but they were 
generally slower in learning a RS and faster in learning a 
NRS than ~s whose preferred dimension had been relevant in 
IL (FBCD = 8 . 2 , df = 1 , 198 , Fig. 10). 
Ss whose preferred dimension was relevant on the IL task 
were found to be significantly faster in learning the IL task 
but significantly slower at learning the SL task than Ss 
whose nonpreferred dimension was relevant on the IL task . Ss 
whose nonpreferred dimension was relevant on the I L task 
learned the SL task in approximately the same number of trials 
as they had learned the IL task (FBCE = 10.1, df = 1, 198, 
Fig . 11). 
A significant interact ion was also found t o exist between 
preference , dimension relevant on IL , type of shift , and the 
task {~BCDE = 11.3, df = 1, 198) . Ss whose preferred d imen-
sion was relevant on the IL task learned tha t task quickly 
and l earned RS much faster than NRS . Among ~s whose 
nonpreferred dimension was relevant on IL, the form preference 
Ss learned IL rather slowly but then learned a RS much more 
rapidly than a NRS . Among color preference Ss, t hose who were 
in the group which learne d a NRS learned the IL task slowly and 
the NRS rapidly . Color preference ~s who l earned a RS learned 
the IL task rapidly but required slightly more trials to 
learn the RS task (Fig . 12) . 
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DISCUSSION 
Preference assessment procedures. The lack of a signi-
ficant r elationship between age and dimensional preference 
by either method of preference classification probably resulted 
because the age range did not extend low enough to include 
many ~s of preschool age , the age at which the majority of 
children reportedly prefer color. 
In a direct comparison of preference assessment procedures, 
it is believed that the complete triads procedure provides 
both a more accurate way of determining S preference and 
improved test-retest reliability over the other methods 
commoz1ly in use. The complete triads method allows E to 
separate Ss who are able to function in both dimensions and 
have a dimensional preference from those who are able to 
functioz1 accurately in only one dimension. The inclusion of 
the latter Ss in a preference group could significantly affect 
the outcome of a study because their behavior would vary 
greatly, depending upon the dimension relevant and would tend 
to inflate the r elationship between dimensional preference and 
performance on the discrimination task. The following results, 
reported fer both the complete triads and incomplete triads 
methods should be exam ined in this light . 
Atte~tional hypothesis. Two~ priori predictions were 
made based upon the attentional hypothes is. First, it was 
predicted that those ~s whose preferred dimension was rele-
vant on the IL task would learn that task faster than those 
Kaufman 
~s whose nonpreferred dimension was relevant. Second, it 
was predicted that those ~s whose preferred dimens ion was 
relevant on the IL task would learn a RS more rapidly than 
a NRS. ~s whose nonpreferred dimension was relevant on the 
IL should have learned a NRS more rapidly than a RS. 
When the data were organized into preference groups by 
the method of complete triads, the analysis failed to 
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indicate the predicted relationship between preference and 
dimension relevant on the IL task, since there was no difference 
in rate of initial learning as a function of preference and 
dimension relevant. The predicted relationship between 
preference, dimension relevant on the IL task, and performance 
on the shift learning portion of the task was part ially 
support ed. Ss whose preferred dimension was rel evant on the 
IL task l earned a RS more rapidly than a NRS. Ss whose 
nonpreferred dimension was r e levant on the IL task learhed a 
RS and NRS in approximately the same number of trials. The 
same type of results were discovered when the data were 
organized on the basis of th e incomplete triads method. 
Again no relationship was found between preference and dimen-
sion rel evant on the IL task, but a significant interaction 
was found b e tween preference, dimension relevant on I L, and 
shift performance. Ss whose preferred dimension was rel evant 
on the IL again l earned a RS faster than a NRS. In thi s 
analysis, however, Ss whose nonpreferre d dimension was 
relevant on the IL task also l ea rned a RS faster than a NRS, 
although the differences between the s cores on the two types 
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of shifts were not as great as for the Ss whose preferred 
dimension was r elevant. 
Thus, while there is some support for the attentional 
hypothesis , the support is not strong, weakened by the lack 
of finding an interaction between preference and dimension 
relevant on the IL task, and by the fact ~hat Ss whose 
nonpreferred dimension was relevant on the IL task were able 
to learn a RS as fast or faster than a NRS . 
While the reason for the lack of former relationship is 
unclear, the latter relationship may be partially explained 
by referring to the developmental mediation hypothesis 
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(Kendler & Kendler , 1962). Among other things , this hypothesis 
holds t hat there is an increasing monotonic relationship 
between age and probability of making an optional RS in an 
OS procedure . For Ss of the age used in this study , this 
hypothesis holds that a RS s hould be easier to learn than a 
NRS . Several attempt s have been made to interpret the results 
of experiments supporting the attentional hypothesis in terms 
of the mediational hypothesis (Kendl er & Kendler , 1966; Kendler 
& Kendler , 1970) and thus these r esult s may indicate the 
joint action of these two processes . 
Perceptual-differentiation hypothesis. As with the 
attentional hypotheses , two a priori predictions were made 
bas ed upon the PDH . These predict i ons were similar to those 
based upon the attentional hypotheses with the exception that 
the timing of the preference test was predicted to be the 
determining factor in the pre~icted relationships . First, 
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for pre-preference test ~s, those whose preferred d i mension 
was re l evant on t h e IL task wou ld learn faster than those Ss 
whose nonpreferred dimension was relevant . Among post - prefer-
ence test Ss there shou ld have been no difference in learning 
speed between those ~s assigned to their preferred and those 
assigned to their nonpreferred dimension . Secondly , for 
pre-pr eference test ~s, those whose preferred dimension was 
relevant on the IL task shou ld have learned a RS more rapidly 
than a NRS . Ss whose nonpreferred dimension was relevant on 
the IL task should have learned a NRS more rapidly than a RS . 
Among post-preference test ~s dimensional preference should 
not have affected performance on the shift tasks . 
While analysis of the data using the complete triads 
method showed evidence that the timing of the preference test 
had affected the relationships between some of the variables 
involved in the study , the results were not entirely as 
predicted by the PDH. As predicted , pre- preference test Ss 
l earned the IL task fast e r when the ir pre ferred dimension was 
relevant on the IL task . Post-prefe r e nce test ~s, however, 
wer e found to have learned faster when their nonpreferred 
dimension was relevant , a result not predicted by the PDH. 
One possibl e e xplanation of this result is that either or both 
of the l earning tasks (IL or SL) may have influenced ~s 
behavior on the preference test, an effect which future 
studies of this type should take into account . 
Timing of the preferenc e test was found to have signifi-
• 
cantly affected the relationship between preference , dimension 
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relevant on IL , and type of sh i ft , however , the relationship 
between these variables was found to be stronger among those 
~s who wer e given the pre ference test following the discrim-
ination lea rning task than those given the test prior to the 
task . This is the opposit e of the effect predi cted by the 
PDH and reported by Tighe, e t al. (1970). 
The timing of the preference test was a lso f ound to have 
significantly affected the relationship between the dimension 
rel e vant on the IL task and the type of shift , a result not 
predicted by the PDH . 
No support of any kind for the PDH was f ound when the 
data wer8 organized into preference groups by the incomplete 
triads method . Analys is showed ne ithe r of the p r ed i cted 
relationships involving t he timing of the preference test was 
found to be significant . 
Overall, t his study seems t o lend little support to the 
PDH . The preference t est was f ound to have no effect at al l 
on the r e lationship between dimensional pref e r ence and 
discrimination l earning when the data were organized accor d ing 
to the incomplete triads method and unpredict ed results 
occurred when organized according to the compl e t e triads 
method . Fai l ure to obtain the predicted r e sults is 
particularly damaging to the PDH in light of the rigorous 
preference assessment technique which was used and the fa ct 
that ~s were given a seri es of pretraining trials prior to the 
d iscrimination task and thus can be presume d to have had an 
understanding of t h e "rules of the game " prior to the 
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beginning of the IL task . 
Discussion of other results. There i s additional support 
for t he mediational hypothesis from the complete triad 
analysis which indicated that Ss learned RS s i gnificantly 
f aster than NRS. Both the complete tr i ad ana l ysis and the 
incomplete triad analysis revealed interactions between type 
of shift and task (IL or SL) wi th ~s learning a RS in 
approximately the same number of trials as they requi red to 
learn the IL task but requiring significantly more trials to 
learn a NRS than they took to learn the IL task ; again 
potential support for the mediational hypothesis. 
Both the complete triads analysis and the incomplete 
triads analysis indicated significant sources of variance 
for which no clear theoretical explanation is available . In 
the complete triads analysis the source of variance was the 
fact that Ss learned IL faster than SL . In the incomplete 
triads a nalysis the sources of variance were (1 ) the interaction 
between preference , dimension relevant on IL and task , and 
( 2) the interaction between preference , dimension relevant 
on IL , type of shift, and task . 
To summarize, neither the attentional hypot h eses nor 
the perceptua l-differentiation hypothesis was strongly 
supported by the results of this study . A possible expla-
nation for the lack of support for either of the two major 
theor etica l positions may lie in the fact that the atten-
tional and perceptual-differentiation hypotheses are too 
simple to accurately describe huma n behavior in the complex 
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learning situation involved in this study. A better approach 
to the situation might be one which draws from several hypo-
theses to explain the results. In this study the attentional 
and developmental-mediational hypotheses were combined to deal 
with an otherwise unexplained result . 
There were noticeable differences between the analyses 
of t h e two preference assessment techniques , ind i cating that 
including Ss who are able to function accurately in only one 
dimension in one of the preference groups did significantly 
affect the results. Future researchers in this area should 
explore the differences in behavior of those Ss who function 
in only one dimension and those who can function in both . 
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Review of Related Literature 
Kaufman 
In t he simplest form of a discrimination shift experi-
ment, the ~s are requ ired to master a sequence of two 
learning tasks, first an init i al learning (IL) task and then 
a shift learning (SL) t ask . The stimuli used vary along 
several perceptual dimensions (usually two dimensions are 
used , e.g ., color and form) and the type of shift is 
defined by the relationship between the relevant cues of the 
IL and SL tasks . In a reversal shift (RS) the relevant cues 
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of the two tasks lie within the same dimension; e . g . , the 
positive cue is changed from "red" to "blue . " In a nonreversal 
shift (NRS) the relevant cue of the shift problem lies in a 
different dimension than the relevant cue of the IL task; 
e.g. , the positive cue is changed from "red " to "circle. " 
Although in most experiments of this kind the type of shift 
S is r equired to make is specified byE , some experiments 
have been designed which force S to make a shift but allow S 
to learn the shift task using either type of shift . This 
design is called an opt iona l shift (OS) task. 
Discrimination shift experime nts are frequently accom-
panied by dimensional preference assessme nt t es ts. Dimensional 
prefere nce is usual ly determined by giving ~ a series of 
problems which can be solved using either of two dimensions . 
Ss who consistently choose to work in one dimens ion are said 
to h ave a preference for that dimension over the other 
dimension. Ss who solve the problems using both dimensions 
are said to have no preference . 
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Var i ous relationships have been demonstrated to exist 
betwee n dimensional preferences , dimensions relevant on IL 
a n d SL tasks , the types of dimensional shift , and the speed 
of learning . A number of hypotheses have been suggested to 
explain these relationships but this study is primarily con-
cerned with only two , the perceptual-different i ation hypo-
thesis (Tighe & Tighe , 1966) and the attentiona l hypotheses 
(Lovejoy , 1968 ; Mackintosh, 1965 ; Trabasso & Bowe r, 1968; 
Zeaman & House, 1963) , and deals principally with the effect 
that preference tests have on the relations between dimension -
al preference and discrimination learning. 
Percept~?l Differentiation Hyoothes is 
In the per ceptual diff e r entiat ion h ypoth es i s ( PDH) 
discrimina tion learning ability is dependent upon degree of 
sensitivit y to the dime nsions involved , particularly in cases 
involving organisms with limited perceptual experience . The 
ease of reversal in two-dimensional tasks is related to 
the organism's ability to isolate and independent l y 
utiliz e the invar i ant properties (i. e ., dimensions) of 
the task s timuli. The Ss who have not achieved this 
level of perceptual leaining with respect to the stimuli 
of a give n task are assumed to respond to the stimuli a s 
undiffer entiated wholes. Only when S has related the 
rel evant d imension s , rathe r t han the-specific objects , to 
reward is the re a basis for positive transfer to a sub-
sequent reversal shift in the form of attention to the 
relevant feature-r eward relation (Tighe & Tighe , 19 68 , 
p . 131) . 
Thus, if S has r each ed the l eve l of percept ual devel -
opment which allows the stimuli to be analyzed in terms of 
the st i mulus d imensions present , a RS should be learned more 
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rapidly than a NRS . This is because in a NRS, S must learn 
two things, first ~must identify the new relevant dimension, 
and then S must determine the relevant cue within that dimen-
sion. In a RS, S has already identified the relevant dimension 
and must only learn ·the new relevant cue. If, however , Sis 
functioning on a more primitive level, characte r ized by 
analysis of stimuli into less differentiated complexes, e . g ., 
stimulus compounds, then a NRS should be learned more ra p idl y 
than a RS because there are more stimulus reward relationships 
to be relearned in the latter paradigm. For example, S may 
have solved the IL task by responding to the cues "red circle" 
and "red triangle." In a RS, ~must learn to respond to two 
new cues, "blue circle" and "blue triangle," while in a NRS 
E_ must only learn one new cue, "blue circle," since "red 
circle" is still being reinforced. 
Tighe and Tighe have hypothesized that this lower level 
of perceptual development is characteristic of young children 
and that as they grow older they become more sophisticated in 
their analysis of stimuli in terms of dimensions. In addition, 
Tighe and Tighe (1966) have pointed out that if their inter-
pretation is correct "then any condition which enables a 
child to isolate the distinguishing features [dimensions] 
within a discrimination task should increase the ease of RS 
relative to [NRS]" (p. 366) . 
Attentiona l Hypothesis 
Zeaman and House (1963) allow for the possibility that the 
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r elevant cues in any learning situation are not attended to 
on every trial and that S may have to learn t o attend to the 
relevant stimulus dimensions . Thus in a discrimination 
l earning situation S must learn ''a chain of two r esponses : 
(1 ) attending to the relevant dimension and (2) approaching 
the correct cue of that dimension '' (p . 166 ). At t entional 
responses are assumed to be associated with t he preferred 
dimension of a task. If ~ ' s preferred dimens i on, the one 
to which his attention is most likely to be directed , is the 
relevant dimension in a discrimination learning task, then 
learning should be rapid and RS selected more frequently in 
OS tasks than NRS. When the nonpreferred dimension is 
relevant, discr i mination learning should be s l ow and NRS 
selected more frequently than RS , since this al l ows S to 
change to his preferred dimension. 
Review of Relevant Literature 
The assumptions of attentional theories have been strongly 
supported by the findings of several studies (Heal, Bransky , 
& Mankinen , 1966; Smiley & Weir , 1966; Wolff , 1966) which 
have indicated that initial discrimination learning (IL) and 
RS learning are rapid , and the number of ~s select ing a RS 
over a NRS on OS tasks is high , when the dimension ~ prefer red 
in ~ pr i or preference task is relevant . If the preferred 
d i mension is irrelevant , however, IL and RS learning are slow , 
with the number of Ss selecting a RS over a NRS on OS tasks 
low . 
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Heal , Bransky , and Mankinen ( 1 966) trained mentally 
reta r ded Ss on a d i scrimination task us i ng the dimensions of 
br i ghtness and numer osity . On a t wo- choice discrimination 
apparatus ~s were presented with a pair of stimuli , one white 
with three dots (W3) , the other b l ack with four dots (B4) and 
r ewar ded for selecting W3 until a criterion of six consecut i ve-
ly correct trials was reached. Dimensiona l preference for each 
S was t hen inferred by separating . the positive cues of three 
and white and presenting the Ss with five W4 versus B3 trials 
interspersed among seven trials of the original discrimination, 
choice of both the newly formed stimuli being rewarded . After 
d i mensional preferences were determined the Ss were given 
discrimination and shift tasks . The design was a 2 x 2 x 2 
factorial with either preferred or nonpreferred dimension 
relevant , RS or NRS required , and brightness or numerosity 
relevant . 
The results showed that Ss learne d the initial "discrim-
ination in significantly fewer trials to criterion if their 
preferred dimension was relevant (£<.001) . In shift per-
formance , there was a significant interaction between 
dime nsional preference and s hift (£ < . 05) with Ss who learned 
on their preferre d dimension compl eting a RS fast er t han a 
NRS , the opposite being true for those Ss who learned with 
their nonpreferred dimension relevant . 
Smiley a nd Weir (1966 ) determined d imensional dominance 
in kindergarten children and then presented them with a 
reve rsal-nonreversa l optional shift task . To determine 
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dominance , the Ss learned to discriminate between two stimuli 
for which ·form and color cues were redundant. When S r eached 
a criterion of nine correct responses out of 10 consecutive 
trials, lC test trials were introduced in which S was forced 
to choose between the color and the form which had been 
correct during the training. These test trials wer e inter-
spersed a mong 10 t raining-l ike trials to keep ~ r esponding 
as h e had during training. Eight or more choices of either 
the form cue or t he color cue indicated that S had apparently 
learned the original task on the basis of form or of color, 
respectively, and thus S was class i fied as eithe r form-dominant 
or color-dominant . To determine the stability of the dominance 
assessment, the procedure was repeated on a second day using 
a n ew s e t of c olors and forms. Of the 8 4 Ss, 76 learned t h e 
IL task . Sixty-six o f those who l ea rned d emonstrated c ons is-
tent dtmensional preference , with 54 Ss being form dominant 
and 1 2 being color dominant . 
On the third day of testing half of the 66 Ss were given 
a discr iminat i on task in which their dominant d i mension was 
rel evant to the solution . The other half were assigned to a 
task in which their nondominant dimension was relevant to 
the solution. When Ss reached criterion, they were g i ven an 
OS t ask followed by a t es t series to see if they had r esponded 
on the OS task as reversers or nonreversers. 
In the optional shift task (deve l oped by Kendler , 
Kendler, & Learnard, 1962 ), Sis first given a discrimination 
t ask using t wo pa ir of stimuli (i. e ., red triangle vs . b lue 
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circle and blue triangle vs . red circle) with one cue being 
positive (triangle). After S has reached criterion on the 
initial discrimination task , he is given an optional shift 
task in which on pair of stimuli from the original task is 
selected (blue triangle vs . red circle) and only this pair 
is presented to ~ · The reinforcement contingency is reversed 
(circle positive), however, since the color and form cues 
are confounded , it is possible for S to learn the new task 
on the basis of either dimension. If S learns this task by 
staying within the same dimension that was relevant during 
IL , but chooses the previously incorrect cue, Ss has made a 
RS. S may, however, change dimensions, thus making an NRS . 
To det ermine the type of shift ~has chosen, he is given 
another series of 20 t rials immediately after r eaching 
criterion . Ten of the trials are the same as t hose given 
during the optiona l shift task with the reinforcement con-
tingency remaining the same. Interspersed with these trials 
are 10 trials which force S to choose between the two com-
ponents which were correct during the optional shift task 
with reinforcement given for the choice of either stimulus . 
If S responds to a single component on eight or more trials of 
the 10, he is classified as a reverser or nonreverser . Fewer 
than eight responses to either component results in S 
being classified as i nconsistent or nonselective . 
The Smiley and Weir study found significantly more 
dominant tha n nondominant Ss solving the IL task, with t hose 
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nondominant Ss who solved the IL task requiring significantly 
more trials to reach criterion (£( .001). There was also a 
significant interaction between dimensional dominance and 
type of shift chosen (E < . 005), with 83% of the Ss trained 
on their dominant dimension performing a RS while only 42% 
of the Ss trained on their nondominant dimension did. 
Wolff (1966) used the incomplete triads method to deter-
mine dimensional preferences in first grade ~s for the 
dimensions of height and brightness. He then assigned them 
to a discrimination task with half of the ~s having their 
dominant dimension relevant and half their nondominant 
dimension relevant. Wolff found significantly more 
brightness-dominant ~s achieved criterion on the brightness 
problem than on the height problem (£ = . 038) while 
significantly more h eight-dominant Ss reached criterion 
on the heig ht problem than on the brightness problem 
(£ = . 006) . 
Based upon the r esults on these and other studies, 
~\Tolff ( 196 7) postulated that 11 almost all ~s, regardless of 
age, tend to dimensionalize the stimuli at the outset of the 
(discrimination learning taskJ " ( p. 3 96) . This represents a 
serious attack upon Tighe and Tighe's (1966) hypothesis that 
young children learn NRS faster than RS because they tend to 
differentiate the stimuli into stimulus compounds rather than 
dimensions . 
Tighe, Tighe, Waterhouse , and Vasta (19 70) replied to 
this challenge in two ways . First, based on two earl i er 
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studies (Tighe, 1965; Tighe & Tighe, 1968), Wolff's inter-
pretation of the aforementioned studies (Heal, Bransky, & 
Mankinen, 1966; Smiley & Weir, 1966; Wolff, 1966) was ques-
tioned on the grounds that none of the studies cited took 
into account the effect th~ preference testing itself might 
have had upon the subsequent discrimination learning. 
Secondly, a study was conducted in which the prefer ence test 
was give n either before or after the discrimination learn i n g 
task. The r e sults of this study s eemed to indi cate t hat prior 
preference testing could have affected the r e lat ion s between 
dimensional preference and discrimi nation learning repor ted 
in these studie s. 
It is possibl e that both ~ ' s a b i lity to r e s po nd s e lective ly 
and the st rength of his se lective r espo nse a r e a ugmented 
by partic ipat i on in the p r efer ence test , and that such 
aug mentat i on may contr i b ute significantly t o the faci l i -
tating and i nter f er ing effec ts of assignment t o pref e r red 
ve r s us n onprefer red d ime nsio ns , respect i vely (T i ghe , e t 
al., 19 ?0, p. 738). 
Support f o r the a bove statement c a me from two studies 
(Tighe , 196 5; Tighe & Tig h e , 1968), both of which compa r e d 
~s give n a p e r iod of perce p t ual pret r a ining , us ing the task 
stimuli, with control Ss give n t asks unre l ated t o s ubs equent 
disc r i minat ion tasks . 
The p e r ceptua l pre tra ining used in T i g he (1 965 ) c onsisted 
of present i ng ~s with severa l t ra ining s e ri e s i n wh ich a 
standa rd s t i mulus , simila r to one b eing used i n the s hift 
t ask , was s h own a nd S was asked to j udge f rom memory whethe r 
succeeding st.i.muli, wh ich d i ffe r ed f r om the stand ard along on e 
or b oth of the dime ns i ons used i n the s hi ft t ask, were t h e s ame 
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or different from the standard. Tighe and Tighe (1968) 
investigated the effects of five different conditions of 
pretraining upon discrimination learning; the variables were 
manner of stimulus presentation, type of response, number of 
stimulus values per dimension, amount of pretraining, and 
presence versus absence of reinforcement. 
Cont rol Ss in both studies were given tasks which 
consisted of picture completion and picture arrangement tests . 
The subsequent learning tasks in both studies consisted of 
(a) reinforced discrimination tasks in which stimuli varied 
along the dimensions of height and brightness, and (b) either 
a reversa l or nonreversal shift of the initial discrimination . 
Tighe (1965) found that the pretraining significantly 
facilitated learning of the RS, as compared to the control 
condition, but had no significant effect on NRS l ea rning . 
The ~s with pretraining were presumabl y able to dimension-
alize the stimuli as a result of the pretraining and thus 
l earn th e RS more rapidly than the control Ss who were still 
forming stimulus compounds. Tighe and Tighe (1 968) found 
similar results , with RS learning being facilitated when Ss 
were required to judge pretraining stimuli varying in four 
values per dimension . RS l earning was significant ly and 
equally facilitated following 8 and 12 experiences per stimulus 
but not following four. Other pretraining treatments , 
including presence or absence of reinforcement had no effect 
on RS learning . In ne ither study did pretraining affect 
performance i n the IL task . 
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The strongest support for the PDH on this question is 
the Tighe, et a l. (1970) study. In that study, dimensional 
prefe rence (either height or brightness) was assessed i n 112 
children either before (Group I) or after (Group II) per-
formance on an OS task. The children had a mean age of 77 
months. 
Dimensional preference was determined using the method 
of "incomplete triads" and consisted of presenting the 
stimuli, three at a time, for e ight trials, On each trial, 
two blocks (choice stimuli) differing in both height and 
brightness were presented along v7ith a third block (reference 
stimul us) which was the same height as one of the choice 
stimuli and the same brightness as the other. S was asked 
to indicate which of the choice stimuli was "just like 
[the r eference stimulus] " (p. 740). The eight test trials 
comprised the eight different possible combinations of choice 
stimul i , reference stimulus and choice stimulus positions. 
S was considered to have a brightness preference if he 
selected the choice stimulus corresponding to the reference 
stimulus in brightness on six or more of the eight trials; a 
height preference if the choice stdmulus correspond i ng to t he 
reference stimulus in height was selected on six or more of 
the trials. Ss exhibiting other patterns of choice behavior 
wer e classified as inconsi stent. In Group I the number of 
~s exhibiting brightness , height, and inconsistent preferences 
were 17, 30, and 9, respectively, while in Group II the 
numbers were 17, 32, and 7. The test of OS behavior was 
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similar to that used by Smiley and Weir (1966), and Kendler, 
et al. (1962). 
The most important finding to come from this experiment 
was that only in Ss given the preference test prior to the 
discrimination task did assignment to preferred versus 
nonpreferred dimension differentially affect speed of learning. 
Group I ~s assigned to their preferred dimension learned the 
initial discrimination faster (£ = .05) and reached criterion 
on the OS task sooner (£ = .04) than those Group I ~s assigned 
to their nonpreferred dimensions . In Group II there was no 
difference on either the IL task or the OS task between those 
~s assigned to their preferr ed versus nonpreferred dimensions. 
There was no evidence that prior preference testing affected 
either tl1e overall group speed of learning, ove~all distri-
bution of optional shift, or distribution of dimensional 
preferences. In contrast to other studies (Heal, et ~·, 
1966; Smiley & Weir, 1966) there was no evidence of a relation-
ship between dimensional preference and either learning speed 
or shift performance. The explanation given for the lack of 
such relationships was that the earlier studies had used 
preference test procedures which were presumed to have had a 
greater s trengthe ning effect on S's selective response than 
the procedure used in Tighe et al. 
Viewed together, the major studies supporting the PDH on 
this issue (Tighe, 1965; Tighe & Tighe, 1968; Tighe , et al. , -- --
1970) appear to contain some unexplained inconsistencies. 
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Neither Tighe (1 965 ) n or Tighe and Tighe (1968) found that 
pretraining affected performance on IL tasks although the 
PDH would seem to predict a strong pretraining effect in 
IL as well as in the OS task. Recognizing this, Tighe 
(1965) speculated that she had used too few irre l evant 
dimensions to a llow the pretraining group to show the super-
iority of their mode of stimulus differentiation . 
This explanation was c riticized by Wolff (1 967) on the 
grounds that by thi s reasoning no effect should have been 
found in RS learning either since the same theoretical 
a nalysis shou ld hold for both tasks. It also failed to 
explain why an experiment using the same tasks (Kendler & 
Kendler, 1959) found that ~s who were presumably dimension-
alizing the stimuli did l earn the IL task faster than those 
who were presumably forming stimulus compounds. 
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Tighe and Tighe (1968) cou~tered at least a portion of 
this criticism by expanding their explanation , suggesting that 
the r eason pretraining facilitated reversal learning but not 
IL, was that the initial discrimination required learning 
the " rules of the game " as wel l as detecting the relevant 
dimension . Thus , i t was possible that "p r etraining did 
not const itute an appr eciable advantage in the face of such 
nonspecific l earning" (p. 133) and t hat pretraining could 
only h ave a measureabl e effect when the stimulus r ewa rd 
learning demands of the task exceed the nonspecific l earning 
requirements . Aga in it was suggested that additiona l task 
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dimensions might be necessary before the pretraining group 
would be able to show superiority on the initial discri~­
ination task. 
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In the Tighe, et al. (1970) study, however, pretraining 
was found to differentially affect learning speed on both IL 
and OS tasks. This was true even though the preference test 
used appeared to be a much less rigorous form of pretraining 
than that u s ed in either of the previous studies (Tighe, 1965; 
Tighe & Tighe , 1968) or called for in the theoretica l explan-
ations. 
To recapitulate , the results of several studies (Heal, 
et al., 1966; Smiley & Weir, 1966; Wolff, 1966) genera lly 
can be interpr e t e d as s upporting the attentional h ypothesis 
of discriminat ion learning, These studies have been chal-
lenged on the grounds that the prefe rence tests used ma y have 
signifjca ntly affected the report ed r e lations between dimen-
sional preference and discrimination l ea rning . The s t ud ies 
on which this challenge is based, howe v e r, have shown some 
annoying inconsistencies . 
One possible solution to the questions about the 
possible biasing effects of preference testing upon disc r i m-
i nation l earning may li e in t he a ctua l definition of 
dime nsional p r eference and the methods used to assess it. 
Pr e f e renc e Assessment 
De spite the fact t h at researcl1 in children's dimensional 
prefe r ences e xtends back to the beginning of this century 
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{Descoeudres, 1914 ; Brian & Goodenough, 1929) , very little 
change has been made in the methods used to determine and 
measure these preferences. In the past two principle methods 
have been used , the oldest of which is called the method of 
"incomplete triads" because the stimuli are usually presented 
in triads with a referenc e stimulus and two comparison 
stimuli , each comparison stimuli being like the reference in 
one dimension and differing on the other . The ~ is required 
to match one of the comparison stimuli to the reference 
stimulus using either dimension. If one dimension is consis -
tently chosen, the S is said to have a preference. Commonly 
used dimensions are color, form , size , brightness , or numer-
osity . This procedure has been widely used (Suchman & 
Trabasso, 1966; Tighe , et al_. , 1970; Wolff , 1966) . The other 
method often used is that of "opposed-cues" in which the S 
is trained to discriminate between two stimuli which differ 
along two dimensions (e . g . , a yellow circ l e vs . a blue cross, 
with yellow circle be ing positive ) and then tested by opposing 
the two cues from the previously relev~nt compound (e . g . , a 
yellow cross vs. a blue circle) to determine which dimension 
S had preferred (Hea l, Bransky , & Mank inen , 1966; Smiley & 
Weir , 1966) • 
More recently Seitz (1968, 1971), and Seitz and Weir 
(1971) developed and tested a preference assessment procedu re , 
based upon multidimensional sca ling techniques, which i t was 
hoped would a llow quantitative estimates of the relative 
strengths of pre ferences and provide information about S '·s 
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ability to r espond in a nonpreferred dimension if r equired . 
The apparatus used in the procedure consisted of a set 
of 51 cards, each card having three different stimuli from 
a set of four (i.e., green square, yellow square, green 
T-shape , yellowT-shape) which were glued to form a triad 
with a reference stimulus centered at the top and two 
comparison stimuli symmetrically placed below. Twelve 
different triadic combinations of the four stimuli are 
possible such that each serves as a reference for all pairs 
of the other three stimuli, Four replications of this set 
of 12 were constructed. 
Of the 48 cards described , 16 permitted a logical choice 
between the comparison stimuli on the basis o f either form or 
color ("nonforced choice" cards). The remaining 32 cards 
provided comparison pairs in which only one member matched 
the reference on a single dimension while the other comparison 
differed from the reference on both dimensions . Half of these 
cards provided a match for color but not for form ("forced-
choice color"); half provided a match for form only ("forced-
choice form") , Three additional nonforced-choice cards were 
added to the set to allow for a comparison of the scaling 
technique with the incomplete triads method . 
S was shown each card and asked to point to the comparison 
stimulus which looked the most like the reference stimulus. 
When the data were coll ected from all Ss , it were analyzed and 
scaled using Torgerson's Complete Method of Triads (1952 , 
1958) and the cluster analysis procedure developed by Tucker 
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and Messick (1963). 
While the actual scaling technique itself worked, the 
definition of dimensiona l preference on which it was based 
makes its validity questionable. 
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The term "preference " impli e s S' s a\-7areness of two or 
more alternatives, one of which is favored over the other s . 
Dimensional preference can b e defined as being aware of al l 
the relevant dimensions but , when given a choice, consistently 
choosing to work in one dimension . The Seitz scaling 
t e chnique would seem to violate this definition . Seitz 
classifies as hav ing a strong prefe r e nce for a dime nsion 
those ~s who consistently match along one dimension in the 
nonforced~cho ic e trials (e.g. , the form dimension), match 
logically in the f orced-choice trials of the favored dimension 
(the forced-choice form trials), but match on a cha nce basis 
on the forced-choice trials of the other dimension (the 
forced- choic e color trials). The fact that aS matches on a 
chance bas is in a sa of forced- choice trials would seem to 
indicate a lack of a warene ss that the particular dimension 
involved exists rather than indi cating a strong preference 
for another d i mension as Se itz impli es. Thus, for the reason 
that it appears to violate t he definition of preference, 
the _ Seitz preference sca ling technique is not used h e re. 
The pre f e rence assessment technique using a combination 
of forc ed-choice and nonforced-choice trials (in the future 
r efer red to as t h e method of comple t e triads) is r etained, 
howeve r, because the use of forced-choic e trials provides 
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information conerning s •s awareness of all the dimensions 
involved. This is information which is not provided by the 
method of incomplete triads or the opposed-cues method. The 
complete triads method allows E to prevent ~s who are not 
aware of both dimensions from being classified as having a 
dimensional preference. 
The criterion for being classified as having a 11 dimen-
sional preference .. includes, not only a consistent match i ng 
in one dimension on the nonforced-choice trials, but matching 
logically in both sets of forced-choice trials, indicating 
an awareness of the presence of both dimensions. 
The purpose of the study was to reexamine the effects 
that preference testing and other forms of pretraining might 
have on the rela tionship between dimensional preference and 
discrimina tion learning. This was done through a repli-
cation of Tighe, et al. (1970) modified to allow a comparison 
of the incomplete triadic method used by Tighe, et al. and the 
complete triadic method, which provides information about 
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Appendix B 
Tabular Presentation of Raw Trials to Criterion Data 
Organj_zod Accordin3 to the Co~nplete Triads I··lethod 
of Preference Cla ssi f i cation 
Five di git cell i dent i fi cation numbers a re pr esented i n t he 
left hand c olu~n of each pa ~e . The code i s a s follo~s : 
Co lu~n 1: Tim~ n~ of pre ference te st relative to the 
discri~ina tion learnin~ t a sk ( before = 1 , 
af t er = 2) 
Column 2 : Preference cla s s ificati on ( f orm = 1 , 
colo~ = 2 , ~o u~c fe ~ence = 3) 
Column 3: Dimension relevant on initial learni ng 
tasl;: ( f orm = 1 , color = 2) 
Co lu~n 4: Ty?e o f s~j_ft ( ~eversal shift = I , non-
reversal s hi ft = 2 ) 
Column 5: Tas~ ( initi a l lca~ning = 1, shift 
l 8 ' > ~'11 .: Yl C' :.: L) ) .J... c:,..;.Jo. ... .!. ..... ::::> 
The coJ. u:nn l a elect 11 -n ind:i. en to s the n u. ~her of sco re s 
in tho cell. 
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CODE N SCORES 
1 1 1 1 1 5 1 1 9 9 9 9 
1 1 11 2 5 1 1 16 37 1 1 10 
1 11 2 1 5 9 9 1 1 9 10 
111 2 2 5 66 2 9 25 17 35 
1 1 2 1 1 3 13 36 25 
1 1 2 12 3 10 4 5 16 
1 122 1 7 9 16 1 1 3 4- 16 10 13 
1 1222 7 34 1 1 30 9 42 27 26 
1 2 1 1 1 2 12 13 
1 2112 2 1 5 1 1 
1 21 2 1 2 L-tO 13 
121 22 2 15 2 8 
1 22 1 1 2 17 20 
122 12 2 10 10 
12 22 1 2 13 10 
12222 2 3LI- lLI-
1 31 1 1 8 10 10 10 12 1 1 10 12 23 
13 11 2 3 1 1 1 1 12 10 1 1 15 16 16 
1 3 12 1 10 1 1 9 10 10 16 10 12 10 10 9 
13 122 10 2 5 12 10 26 10 1 1 1 1 2 8 23 16 
1 32 1 1 0 / 10 9 1 1 9 1 1 10 18 10 1 6 
132 12 9 1 1 12 13 1 1 2 1 1 1 13 10 14 
13 22 1 6 9 10 1 1 52 10 2 1 
13222 G 13 L1.2 11 32 32 3 6 
, 
2 111 1 3 2 7 9 13 
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CODE N SCOl?ES 
2 111 2 3 2L~ 13 12 
2 11 2 1 3 45 1 1 9 
211 22 3 23 55 37 
2 12 11 2 13 9 
2 12 12 2 10 1 1 
2 122 1 3 1 1 1 1 9 
2 1222 3 1 1 30 3 1 
22 111 2 18 19 
22 11 2 2 1 1 31 
22 12 1 Lt- 1 1 12 10 9 
22122 4 19 15 1 1 23 
222 11 4 9 9 10 9 
222 12 L~ 1 1 12 10 15 
22221 3 1 1 27 10 
22222 3 3L~ 56 40 
231 1 1 12 9 9 10 9 10 9 9 10 9 9 10 9 
23 112 12 12 10 10 10 1 1 1 1 10 10 14 12 1 1 10 
23 12 1 '7 1 1 10 9 6 1 10 9 9 
23122 7 45 1 1 38 10 31+ 53 4 1 
232 11 9 26 13 15 10 9 9 10 12 10 
232 12 9 16 1 L1- 19 1 5 1 1 10 12 12 lL~ 
23221 8 1 1 10 52 3G 11 16 16 59 
23222 3 33 L~2 2'7 23 2/.j. ) 4 24 10 
i(au fman 
Appendix C 
Tabul ar Presentation of Raw Trial s to Criterion Data 
OrBanized According to the I ncomplete Triads Method 
of Preference Classification 
Five dicit cell identification numbers are presented in the 
left hand colum~ of each page . The code is as follo~s : 
Column 1 : Ti~ing of preference test relative to the 
disc ri.:rrination learning tasl>:: ( oe fore = 1 ' 
afte r = 2 ) 
Column 2 : Preference classi fi cation ( form = 1 , 
colo r = 2 , no p~efe~ence = 3 ) 
Column 3: Dimension relevant on initial learni n3 
task ( form= 1, co l or = 2 ) 
Column 4: Typo o f shift (reve rsal shift = 1 , non-
reversal shif t = 2 ) 
Coluon 5: fask ( i nitial learning = 1 , shift 
learni n?~ = 2) 
The colur:m 1 '-lbled 11 i'fl ' ind:i.cat es the nunber o f scores 
in the cel l. 
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CODE N SCORES 
1 1 1 1 1 12 10 1 1 12 10 10 10 12 9 9 9 9 1 1 
11 1 1 2 12 15 1 1 10 12 1 1 1 1 16 10 1 1 37 16 1 1 
11 1 2 1 12 13 12 10 10 10 9 10 10 10 1 1 9 9 
111 22 12 28 1 1 1 1 26 10 12 23 28 35 25 29 66 
11 2 11 7 18 1 1 10 16 25 36 13 
1121 2 7 13 2 1 10 1 L1. 16 45 10 
11 221 1/t 10 1 1 9 10 52 10 21 13 10 16 3L~ 1 1 16 9 
11 222 1 Lt. 1l+ 1 1 13 L~2 32 32 36 26 27 ~.2 9 30 1 1 34 
121 1 1 12 
1211 2 15 
12 12 1 2 40 1 1 
12122 2 15 25 
1221 i 5 20 9 10 1 1 9 
12212 c:; 10 12 1 1 13 1 1 ./ 
1222 1 13 
12222 34 
131 1 1 2 13 23 
131 12 2 1 1 16 
131 2 1 3 9 16 9 
13122 3 16 10 17 
132 1 1 2 17 10 
132 12 2 10 1 1 
1322 1 0 
13222 0 
21 1 1 1 12 9 9 10 9 9 10 9 10 9 9 9 2'/ 
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CODE N SCORES 
2 1112 12 12 1Lr 10 10 11 1 1 10 10 10 12 13 24 
21121 '7 10 9 9 9 9 1 1 45 
2 11 22 7 34 38 41 53 37 55 23 
21211 10 26 13 15 10 9 9 10 12 13 9 
2 121 2 10 16 11+ 19 15 1 1 10 12 12 10 1 1 
21221 10 52 10 1 1 59 16 16 1 1 9 1 1 1 1 
2 1222 10 27 y.Z 33 10 24 54 2y. 3 1 30 1 1 
22111 2 19 9 
22 11 2 2 3 1 10 
22 121 7 1 1 12 10 9 1 1 10 6 1 
22 122 7 19 1 5 1 1 23 ll·5 1 1 10 
2221 1 3 9 10 9 
22212 3 12 10 1 5 
22221 2 27 1 1 
22222 2 56 34 
23111 3 18 10 13 
23 11 2 3 1 1 1 1 12 
2312 1 0 
23122 0 
232 11 2 9 10 
23212 2 1 1 lL;. 
2322 1 2 10 36 
23222 2 L1.o 23 
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Appendi x D 
Ana l ysi s o f Vari ance Summary Ta bl es 
Variabl e A - Timi nG of nre f er e nce test ( before or after lea~ning ) 
Variabl e B - Pr eferenc e ( f orm or col or ) 
Variabl e C - Di mension rel evan t on i ni tia l l earnins ( form or col or) 
Varia bl e ~ = Type o f s hift (re versa l shi f t or nonreversal shift ) 
Variable E = Task score s ( ini t ial l earni ng on s hift l earnins ) 
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Tab l e D- 1 
Ana l ysis of Vari ance Summary Tabl e for Trial s to Criterion . 
Pre f e r enc e Cl as s i fied by Method of Co r.1pl ete Td.ads . 
( Data :from n o·· p1.·e f erenc e r;roups not i nclude d i n ana lys i s ) 
Sourc e ss df !·-IS F 
J\ 3 1 3 
J3 56 1 56 1. 5 
c 1 1 1 1 1 -l(· 
D 1039 1 1039 27. 3 J2 < . 05 
AB 45 1 45 1. 2 
AC 106 1 106 2. 8 
fi.D 56 1 56 1. 5 
BC 36 1 36 
BD " .) 1 3 ·cD 3 1 3 
ABC 577 1 577 15. 2 J2 < . 05 
ADD 106 1 106 2. 8 
1\CD 1 ~90 1 490 12. 9 J2 < . 0) 
BCD '+93 1 '+93 13.0 p < . 05 
!~~~~SD 266 1 266 ? .0 - < .05 E 
~Su. b:j G r.r . £;~"ps . 3362 88 33 
E 1078 1078 22 . 9 .J2 < .05 
AE 6L~ 6 L~ 1. L~ 
THi' 
J~) - .J 73 73 1. 6 
C'' • .J 0 0 
D:~ 093 893 19. 0 J2 < . 05 
J\B~~ 227 227 4. 8 
J\C ~~ 95 95 2. 0 
1\D~:: 22 22 
BC~~ 21~6 2L~6 5. 2 
~r:·o: : 20 20 
c j) ~~ 1.)2 132 2. 3 




ACD;~ 3 3 
BCDS 227 22? L~ . 3 
ADCD::!.: 6 6 
,, 
.L'J } :: Subj . \'1. -:rps . ~~ 1 1 6 88 L~? - -
* U s :Ln :; an erro:· rate uc r· faai l y of 0. 05 a nd thus a l e ve l of 
o. 0 .5/ 5 = 0 . 0 1 Der SO i l :'CC of v,~r :i. o. nc c . 
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Table D-2 
Analysis of Va riance Summary Table for Trials t o Cri t eri on . 
Prefer ence Classi fied by J.lethod of Incompl e t e Triads. 
f T" .-, ._ '""' .t:' ...... A....... """' , '•~· ._., v-. ,-.. + A,..,"" V'l ,... 1"'\ ....... ,... r- • ~ ' ' _, """ """ ~ -i V<~ ~" 1 , l r 1 ""'rl ..: '"'' ""' - ""'' 1 , .. - ..: ,..... ' 
• • - • ~ • ..,. • w ~ ...; -- .. • .. • I -. -·- • • ~ • .. • v . - .... I 
Sourc e ss df HS f 
A 88 1 88 2 . 0 
B ? 1 7 
c 88 1 88 2 . 0 
D 287 1 28? 6 . L~ 
AB 0 1 0 
AC 0 1 0 
AD 175 1 175 3 . 9 
BC L~ 1 4 
BD 28 1 28 
CD 11 2 1 112 2 . 5 
Al3C l l+L~ 1 1 Y-4 3 . 2 
ABD 126 1 126 2 . 8 
ACD 130 1 130 2 . 9 -l!· 
BCD 368 1 368 8 . 2 .£ < . 05 
ABCD 140 1 14.0 3 . 1 
Subj . \'! . S!'ps. "9" 3 0 b 198 45 
..... 
J.~ 1 L~7 1 147 2. 6 
(\-,"' 
ll..J 7 L~ 1 74 1 'Z . :; 
BE lL~ 1 1/+ 
C2 35 1 35 
D:~ ?74 1 77 L~ 13 . J D < . 05 
i~BE 14 1 14 
liCE! 2 1 1 2 1 
AD::: 1l+ 1 14 
BCS 567 1 567 1 0 . 1 D < . 05 
1391:~ 52 1 52 
C ~)E 192. 1 192 3. l~ 
r~sc~ 11 2 1 11 2 2 . 0 
:~~D: '7 1 7 I 
ACD=-:: 3·3 1 38 
p rt 1\~ 6·30 1 630 11. 3 .Q < . 05 .i..J V -.JJ...J 
1\ECDT:: 2S 1 2 ,, _Q 
E :< Sub j . •:1 • c: r p s . 11 059 198 56 
+:-
U[3i n -; [t !l erro:' :neltc DOl ... fo. :·.: j_ l y of 0 . 0 5 ~:1d thu:> a lovol of 
0 . 05/ 5 = 0 . 0 1 nor source of V<lriance . 
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Appendi~: E 
Sel ected. Data i·:atrix Tobles 
( e:~cludj_nz; no- _9rcference subj ects) 
Vari able A = Tim~nG of preference t est relat i ve to 
t he di cc~i~ination lcarnin~ task 
( be f ore = 1, ofter = 2 ) 
Variable B = Preference classifi cation (for~ = 1, 
colo ·~  = 2 ) 
Vari a ble C = Di~e~sion r elevant on i~itial learnin~ 
tos~: ( fo::-i·1 = 1 , col.or = 2 ) 
Variable D = Type o f shift ( r eversa l shift = 1 , 
nonreversal shift = 2) 
. Va::-·iablc :~ = rl'as:~ (initial lcarnin:; = 1 , shift 












Table E- 1 
1\.DCD:I~ ~,able 
Complete Triadi c Method 
Top ficure i n each cel l i s number of s ub j s cts 



















































E2 El E2 El 
[-
3 3 '7 7 I 
3LJ. 25 24 16 
2 2 2 2 
22 1 8 10 12 
3 2 2 3 
- ·' 1 1 10 10 ./0 
Ll. L~ ~- 3 
1 ' ' 


























Cor:1pletc ':eriad j.c l-lcthod ( .£ < . 05) 
Top fis urc i n each cell is number of subjects 
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rrable E- 3 
ABC 'fable 
Complete Triadi c ~cthod (B < . 05) 
Top fi~urc i n each cell i s number of subjec t s 
Botton fiGure in eac h cell is the sun o f the ~ean of scores 
-
·--
20 20 8 8 
rl·o 9 1 ?3 GL:-
12 10 12 1l.:. 




Co~plete Triadic Method (~ < . 05) 
Top f i s urc in ea ch cell is number of subjec t s 
Bottom figure in each cell is the sum of the mean of sc o:::--es 
r--· 
~~' ]. 
1 L1. 10 
92 77 
10 14 12 12 
71 8? L;.2 93 
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Table E-5 
BCD Table 
Complete 'l'riadic Hethod (~ < . 05 ) 
Top fi Gure i n each cell is number of s ubjec ts 
Bottom fi gure i n each c ell is the su~ of the mean of scores 
D, D1 
16 16 10 20 
B 1 ,.- ~'" 
1 OLe ?0 
-·· ( 
:;/\) 
n () 12 12 0 6 11 7c:; L· a o ./ r..t - -
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Table E- 6 
DE 'rable 
Cor:1plete Triadic Nethod (]2 < . 05) 
Top fi gure in each cell is nu ffiber of subjects 
Bottom figure in each cell is the sum of the mean of scores 
E1 E 2 













~ _") 1 
n2 
Table E- 7 
!d3Cu.s •rable 
Incomplete Triadic Method 
Top figure in each cell i s number of subjects 









1 1 I 
2 I I 
I 
l l: I 













































1 8 16 
5 1 
1 1 13 
10 10 


























Table E- 8 
Inc o:.~uletc Triadic Lethod (,E < • 05) 
Top fi~urc in each cell is nu~ber of subjects 































25 ·~ ~) 
- -
2L~ 2~. 






Table E- 9 
BCD Table 
Incomplete Tr:Ladic l·1e thod (.£ < . 05) 
To p figure in each cell is number of s ubjects 




B 1 ), 7 












1 1 1 --
83 
Table E- 10 
BCE Table 
Incor:~plete Tr1adj_c He thod (J2 < • 0 5) 
Top fiGure in each cell is number of subjects 

















Table E- 11 
DE rrable 
I nc o1;1plete Triadic !~cthod (..E < . 05 ) 
Top fi Burc in each cell is nu~ber of subjects 
Botto::1 fi {~ure in each cell i s the sum of the rr.ean of scores 
E 1 1i' -'2 
52 52 
n, 
99 1 1 5 
55 ~£:~ 
~ Dz 138 . 
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Appendix F' 
Chi ··Square Data Hatrices for 




Chi -Square Data Matrix Showing 
Age-Di~ensional Preference Relations for 
Cor::nle te Triadic Cl assification I-iethod 
Preference 
Form Color Total 
--
60-71 6 9 15 
Age 72- 83 8 8 16 
-
( ·-; 0 n ' . \o s ) ••• -- t.,...__" oLl--95 1 1 3 1 LJ. 
-
1 96-107 6 1 7 - -. Total 31 21 52 




Chi-Square Data i-Iatrix Shorring 
Age-Dimensiona l Preference Re l ations for 
I nc omplete Triadi c Classi fi cation Method 
Preference 
Forn Colo r Total 
- ..-· -
60 - ? 1 2L~ 9 3 3 
- --
Age 72 - 03 26 10 3 6 
---
( r.1onths ) r- - 95 2 ~ b 4 3 0 
- --- - ·· -
96 - 107 8 0 8 -
'l'o tal 04 u 23 l Qr 7 -
y__2 = 4 • 8 ' d f = 3 ' ..}2 > . 0 5 
